
Jonathan ney*s 	 11/2/93 
918 F St/, NW #910 
dashington, DC 20004 

Dear Jonathan, 

Tha k; for the pictures, they are Edna, and for the other enclosures in your 10/20. 
I have no interest in yumpinL: Posner but I a.interested in what he says. I 

	
no 

interest in his Schein exchanges other than in 	throat but I did enjoy what he wrote 
Jim about no that is other than he says inM his book. No could say other interesting thingd, 

I do not know hed to do anything about any NBC miniseries on him until we know the. 
Aat it says. I've put what have in the manuscript of a book that is being retyped 
dad in general I prefer a definitive response, not possible in sound bites, to that kind 
of limitation in any medium. 

Even the things I told you I'd like checked from the standard indicies are or ibid. - 
ted usefulness without a proper/context. 

not had a single reporter ask me about what he said about me or about his book. 
If Jim wantl an opinion other than raj/pie on tha t book. prone has a duplicate of the 

rough draft and has read it. 

In the event I run into trouble with my publ4sher, not impossible, the best answer 
I know to that pig is the fastest possible publication of that book and the maximim atten- 
tion to ti. 

have learned nothing further about his background that I told Jim and maybe you. 
I assume the OC miniserieas will be the usual major-media whorgIng with outVhistory. 
They have no other use for him. 

I've heard that the CBS special is going to use him, too. 
One of my objections to all the theorizing with which I do not agree is that eoch 

one can be confronted with Ifiem, as Posner confronted Wecht on CNN. Nonethless Wecht did 
rather all on that. 

I will be very interested in transcripts of all those shows at least for the historical 
recocd and some forApossible additions to what I've writ,ben. 

I'll pay nothing about Sysop(what does that meant) and I knew he was on Compuserv. 
If you can use more of those envelopes I am sure we can find abother box of them. 

lia.Lyte also some plain ones not quite that large. They'd have to be L)oked for in out base- 
sent and they would be in sealed cartons. 

Thanks and pest wishes, 



RC 
ZSASSMATilON ARCEITIVIZZ 

ID DINSINARCE CZN7172M 

James H. Lesar, President 
918 F Street, N.W. • Suite 510 

Washington, D.C. 20004 
(202) 393-1917 

October 28, 1993 
Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

Please find enclosed the materials in which you expressed interest. In addition to 
your photographs, I have sent you some correspondence and notes(?) from Gerald Posner, 
and dialogue he engaged in on Compuserve which is a computer network. Some of these 
files, those marked Section: Sysop Section [0), are private exchanges that only I and a few 
other people have access to. Because of this, you may want to avoid revealing your 
possession, and/or their origin (me). Since Posner himself pops up on the network on 
occasion, (in fact, he surfaced while I was getting these files for you), I could direct 
questions to his mailbox, which could originate from you. In other Words, I could attempt 
to engage him in dialogue following lines of inquiry in which you are interested, without 
using your name of course. Please let me know, if you want me to pursue on-line 
discussions with him. 

I also want to bring to your attention a story which I heard is in the new  U.S. News  
and World Reports. They are claiming NBC is planning a mini-series on Gerald Posner and 
his book. I would very much like to see you develop information on his background that 
could be made available to the public to help put this project in a proper context. It may 
be especially helpful to Dr. Cyril Wecht for his appearance on Crossfire, if you made any 
additional discoveries concerning Mr. Posner's background. I would be very interested in 
acquiring anything you compose based upon your research. I will continue to provide you 
any correspondence he generates or any other relevant material. 

It was a pleasure to speak with you again, and please call or write me directly if I can 
be of assistance. I would also be interested in your feelings on countering the proposed 
NBC miniseries. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan R. Meyers, 
Coordinator of Research 
and Communication, AARC 


